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PHARMACIST CV MODEL

Jim Wilson, 20 years' experience as a pharmacist
Jim Wilson
185 Pine Avenue
Moncton, N.B. E1C 2G8
Tel. 506-853-7584
E-mail: jimwilson1@gmail.com

OBJECTIVE
I am seeking a pharmacist position in a Ontario hospital.

SKILLS
Counselling, sales, management, training, computers

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Huet Clinic, Moncton

2010 to date: locum pharmacist
My duties are extremely varied in this position:

Purchasing and management role:
-

Meet with medical representatives, distributors and dispatchers

-

Order prosthesis, sterile bandages, blood products, drugs and medical devices

-

Distribute purchases to the various departments and operating blocks

-

Ensure traceability of blood products

Counselling and managerial role:
-

Act as special contact for medical personnel for all questions regarding drugs, medical devices
and prostheses

-

In charge of recruiting and motivation of medical personnel

Training role:
-

Train health care personnel as regards hygiene and sterilization

-

Lead awareness meeting on the quality of services rendered
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2000 to 2010: licensed pharmacist

Tremblay Pharmacy, Moncton

-

Filled prescriptions and counselled customers

-

Developed the parapharmacy (inventory management, sales tracking, counselling)

-

Implemented promotional action plans

1998 to 2000: assistant pharmacist
-

Filled prescriptions for customers

-

Assisted in clerical and logistical tasks

-

Managed stocks and supplies

June to Dec. 1997: substitute pharmacist

Dupré Pharmacy, Moncton

Jean Coutu Pharmacy,
Campbellton

EDUCATION
1995: Post-doctorate, epidemiology and biostatistics, McGill University
1997: Ph.D. in pharmacy, (pharmacoeconomics), University of New Brunswick
Thesis: Insulin analog growth factors, vitamin D and calcium intake and breast density

COMPUTER SKILLS
Goupil, CIP, Presto, Altea, Alliance Plus, Pharmagest, Périphar II, Pharmagest Inter@ctive
Périphar II-associated robot
Pharmaciel
Microsoft Office

LANGUAGES
English and French

HOBBIES
Walking, cross-country skiing, skating
Reading and movies
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